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A grandMA3 control system was 
chosen to run a spectacular show 
with over 4,000 ligh ng fixtures – 
3,000 of which were moving lights – 
and approximately 90,000 
parameters at the Na onal Stadium 
in Beijing, China, in a massive, live 
televised event with a cast of 
thousands that was one part of 
events commemora ng 100 years of 
the Chinese Communist Party. 
En tled, “The Great Journey”, this 4‐
part specially commissioned epic 
performance was directed by Chen 
Weiya with visual direc on from Sha 
Xiaolan working closely with stage 
designer Sun Tianwei and a whole 
ligh ng design team headed by Wu 
Guoqiang and Wang Xinglei assisted 
by Du Zibin, Zhang Shuaishuai, Wang 
Wei, Hou Xin and Liu Chongzhi. 
 
Sha Xiaolan is one of China’s most 
prolific ligh ng designers working on 
many major na onal shows and  

events and known for his 
imagina on and flair. He was the 
person who drove the decision to go 
with grandMA3 for control.  
 
Five grandMA3 full size consoles, a 
grandMA3 light and a grandMA3 
extension all running grandMA3 
so ware were at the heart of the 
ligh ng system for this high‐profile 
gala performance which saw half of 
the famous “Bird’s Nest” venue 
u lised as the stage. A giant video 
screen was installed along one of the 
long sides and the show featured  

mul ple automated scenic elements 
including two oval‐shaped revolves. 
It was a ended live by an invited 
audience of 20,000 special guests 
including Chinese leader Xi Jinping, 
and broadcast live on na onal TV. 
 
The grandMA3 network also u lised 
six grandMA3 processing unit XL 
and gigabit core switches for the  
transmission of MA Net3 protocol, 
with 29 end switches connected via 
a ring network to transmit sACN and 
70 x 4‐port DMX decoder networks.  
 
grandMA3 was chosen for several 
reasons. Obviously the power, 
flexibility and large channel 
capabili es needed to control these 
huge numbers of ligh ng fixtures 
topped the list, as grandMA3 can 
safely and stably manage and 
process the numbers and amounts 
of associated data and logis cs 
involved all in one session. 

A Great Journey for grandMA3 

www.avltimes.com 
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The grandMA3’s mul ‐user 
environment facili es enabled Sha 
Xiaolan’s talented ligh ng 
programming team to work 
separately and simultaneously on 
finessing different parts of the show 
and the various physical zones of 
ligh ng. They could maximise and 
streamline their workflow which 
was a great asset with everyone on 
site under me pressure to create 
the outstanding crea ve results 
contribu ng to the show. 
 
Around six weeks in total were 
spent perfec ng the different show 
visual elements on site, with around 
20 of those days dedicated solely to 
ligh ng. The ligh ng team did some 
pre‐vizzing, but the bulk of their 
work was completed and fine‐tuned 
on site once all the technical 
infrastructure was in place in the 
stadium. Extensive use was made of 
Scribbles as a cool grandMA3 
feature for labelling objects and  

presents. This versa le op on makes 
it easier to draw Chinese characters 
– and other logo syllabic languages – 
to be used as cue prompts. 
 
It was the first major show on which 
they had used a full grandMA3 
control set up. Their abili es and 
understanding of the system 
architecture were reflected in the 
ease and speed at which these 
already experienced grandMA2 
programmers transferred their skill 
sets to the grandMA3 pla orm. It 
also underlined their confidence in 
commi ng to grandMA3 to run 
ligh ng for such an important and 
highly visible na onal event. 
 
All ligh ng equipment came from 
three rental companies – Funshine 
Culture, Beijing Eastern Star Culture 
& Art Co. Ltd., and Ansheng – with 
Beijing Eastern Star Culture & Art 
and Funshine Culture supplying the 
grandMA3 elements.  
 

They were closely supported 
throughout the whole project by 
ACE, MA Ligh ng’s mainland China, 
Hong Kong & Macau distributor, 
with addi onal input from MA’s 
interna onal resources in Germany 
and Singapore, including Daniel 
Kannenberg, Max Brokbals and Luke 
Chikkala from MA Ligh ng 
Interna onal GmbH.  
 
China is well known for staging 
grand and ambi ous performance 
events, and Li Yiran from ACE 
commented, “This was the first 
large scale domes c event in China 
to use grandMA3 for control, and it 
was fantas c to see grandMA3 help 
unlock so many crea ve possibili es 
for the design team as the whole 
ligh ng process evolved into a 
breath‐taking live show.” 
 
maligh ng.com 
 
Photos © Huang Guan 
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Un l now, it was a silent revolu on: 
Neumann monitors were regarded 
hidden gems by industry 
professionals, broadcasters, 
mastering legends, or immersive 
audio experts. “Whoever heard 
them immediately upgraded their 
mixing room – no ma er if it is a 
classic stereo se ng for music 
produc on or an extensive 9.1.4 
setup for Dolby Atmos or above”, 
says Kenan Phang, regional Senior 
RF Engineer for Sennheiser and 
Neumann. “Why didn’t I hear that 
earlier?”, was the most common 
ques on of interna onal ar sts, 
Emmy, Grammy and Oscar winners. 
Neumann is now opening exclusive 
demo rooms for professionals across 
Southeast Asia, with Indonesia and 
Singapore leading the way.  

“Neumann defines standards for 
microphone and audio culture since 
1928. To understand that we do the  
same for monitoring, you need to 
hear the difference from what you 
considered “very good” up un l 
now. We see the overwhelming 
interest in the industry. Monitoring 
is not something 2/ 2 you can 
experience on a website or a tech 
sheet”, says Neumann CEO Ralf Oehl 
and announces 20 addi onal demo 
rooms worldwide for 2022. 
 
Neumann monitors include solu ons 
for all room sizes, working ranges, 
moun ng op ons, networking 
standards and even most demanding 
industry specifica ons. Analog and 
DSP op ons are included, as well as 
unparalleled subwoofer technology.  

One of the latest addi ons to the 
series is an automa c alignment kit, 
jointly developed with the leading 
audio experts from Fraunhofer 
Ins tute. The new demo room in 
ChandraCom welcomes business 
professionals in the broadcast and 
studio industry where the stereo 
setup can be audi oned. This 
includes monitors KH 310 and KH 
750 DSP subwoofer. There are also 
plans to open 2 more demo rooms 
with different set ups in their 
premises. As the Neumann 
distributor in Indonesia, other 
products such as the KU 100, MA 1, 
U 87 and many more are available 
on loca on. 
 
 
www.neumann.com 

ChandraCom opens exclusive Neumann demo room  
for broadcast and studio professionals in Indonesia 
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To foster con nued expansion, 
strengthen exis ng rela onships 
and develop new markets, L‐
Acous cs has appointed industry 
veteran Timothy Zhou as CEO of  
L‐Acous cs Asia Pacific and this 
month, will inaugurate a new 
regional office in Singapore. In 
addi on to the crea on of a new 
APAC hub, Zhou will also manage a 
growing team that is dedicated to 
serving local partners as well as 
building awareness of the brand’s 
innova ve technologies in key 
ver cal markets, including those in 
residen al and architectural 
applica ons.  
 
To accompany Zhou in his mission,  
L‐Acous cs has named two key 
team members to director roles. 
Alvin Koh has been named Director  

of Applica on Project, APAC 
suppor ng clients and projects 
across the region while David Cooper 
takes on the Director of Sales, APAC 
role and will relocate to Singapore to 
provide elevated support to clients. 
The team will nurture exis ng 
rela onships with L‐Acous cs 
partners while also developing 
business by crea ng new 
partnerships in key ver cal and 
geographical markets. “In the 
coming years, we aim to serve 
customers and partners in the region 
more efficiently,” says Zhou. “We 
want to strengthen es with our 
current network of partners in APAC, 
with the ul mate goal of becoming a 
hub that is an ideal base of support.” 
 
“Establishing a hub in Singapore is 
the logical next step in L‐Acous cs’  

growing support and commitment 
to the APAC region, in line with  
our philosophy to think globally  
and act locally,” explains Laurent 
Vaissié, chief execu ve officer of  
L‐Acous cs.  
 
“A premium brand can only be 
sustained by an elite team that 
supports and represents its values. 
Hervé (Guillaume, chief execu ve 
officer of L‐Acous cs Group) and I 
are confident that the team of Tim, 
David and Alvin will lead our APAC 
partners into the future of sound 
with brio,” he concludes. 
 
The L‐Acous cs APAC office, located 
in the Lavender district in Singapore 
opened on November 1st. 
 
l‐acous cs.com 

L‐Acous cs opens new office in Singapore, 
names Timothy Zhou CEO of Asia Pacific Region 

www.avltimes.com 

left to right: Chung Wah Khiew,  
Applications Engineer, Tim Zhou, 

CEO, David Cooper, Sales Director 
and Yen Shu Ong, Head of Finance & 

Accounting at L-Acoustics APAC 
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Founded in October 1959, the 
Wuhan Theatre is located in the east 
of Xunli Gate of Jiefang Street and 
closes to the Jianghan walking 
street. City Children’s Palace and 
Tianan Hotel are located around the 
theatre. Because of its beau ful 
environment and convenience of 
the traffic, it is also called “the 
window of the socialist ideological 
and ethical progress”.  
 
As the night‐ me economy is 
developing, architecture becomes 
the cultural decora on for the night 
environment. Besides, these days 
more and more ci es are using 
architecture to build up the symbol 
of their own culture. In the recent 
project upgrade the night‐vision of  

Wuhan Theatre, there are many 
SILVER STAR ECLIPSE COLOR IP were 
used in the project, which not only 
becomes more meaningful, but also 
makes the theatre much more 
gorgeous.  

Silver Star ECLIPSE COLOR IP HEX  
is the new genera on technology 
with 6 colors RGBALC IP profile,  
its special op cal design creates  
a  crystal‐clear and super even 
projec on, while its advanced 
internal manual framing system 
allow for cu ng various shapes of 
ligh ng. All of these outstanding 
features now make the Wuhan 
Theatre a much livelier building,  
in delivering its own language and 
cultural spirit.  
 
Silver Star ECLIPSE COLOR IP HEX 
with its super high CRI≥95Ra truly 
reflects the original style of Wuhan 
Theater at night. 
 
www.yajiang.cn 

SILVER STAR ECLIPSE COLOR IP  
lights up Wuhan Theatre 
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ARK Ventures Inc and ROE Visual  
are delighted to announce their 
strategic partnership for market 
development in South Korea. ARK 
Ventures and ROE Visual already 
have a steady track record supplying 
LED products for various excellent 
projects in the local market and 
expanding their collabora on.  
 
ARK Ventures is an experienced LED 
systems integrator, belonging to 
Symunity Group; its success is based 
on providing excellent service. 
Having worked together on several 
successful projects, like VA 
Corpora on’s HANAM Studios,  
and NP Studio’s XR stage, the 
collabora on will now be extended 
into a strategic partnership.  
 
Delivering dedicated products for 
ICVFX studios, ARK Ventures was 
posi vely surprised by the high‐
quality LED products, like the Black 
Pearl BP2V2 and Black Marble  
BM4 LED panels, ROE Visual is 
consistently delivering.  
 
“When a manufacturer succeeds at 
delivering on a consistent and high‐
end level, our work as integrator is 
made a lot easier. The absolute 
reliability of their products and 
support delivered, matches our 
philosophy”, states by Oh David,  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Managing Director of ARK Ventures 
Korea. “Mee ng our clients’ high 
expecta ons, is paramount for both 
our organiza ons.” 
 
“ARK Ventures is a renowned 
integrator, delivering high‐end 
technology to the South Korean 
market, based on years of 
experience; this makes them the 
ideal representa ve for ROE Visual in 
the South‐Korean market. ARK can 
support local customers with 
technical knowledge and services,”  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

states Grace Kuo, Sales Director for 
ROE Visual. “With the professional 
team of ARK Ventures as local 
support, ROE Visual has conducted 
many high‐end projects in the South 
Korean market, delivering advanced 
LED products. Following the years of 
coopera on with ARK Ventures, we 
look forward to suppor ng growth 
in the local entertainment industry, 
crea ng outstanding visual 
experiences for all audiences.” 
 
www.roevisual.com 

ROE Visual and ARK Ventures enters strategic partnership 

www.avltimes.com 
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Un l now, it was a silent revolu on: 
Neumann monitors were regarded 
hidden gems by industry 
professionals, broadcasters, 
mastering legends, or immersive 
audio experts. “Whoever heard 
them immediately upgraded their 
mixing room – no ma er if it is a 
classic stereo se ng for music 
produc on or an extensive 9.1.4 
setup for Dolby Atmos or above”, 
says Kenan Phang, regional Senior 
RF Engineer for Sennheiser and 
Neumann. “Why didn’t I hear that 
earlier?”, was the most common 
ques on of interna onal ar sts, 
Emmy, Grammy and Oscar winners. 
Neumann is now opening exclusive 
demo rooms for professionals across  

Southeast Asia, with Indonesia and 
Singapore leading the way. 
 
The new demo room in The Living 
Room Studio welcomes business 
professionals in the broadcast and 
studio industry. With 11 units of KH 
80 DSP and 1 unit of KH 750 DSP, the 
studio offers up to Dolby Atmos 
7.1.4. Sessions can include all 
industry standard playback formats 
and current streaming services. 
Other Neumann products available 
for audi on include the U 87, 
famous for its warm sound and well‐
balanced characteris cs.  
 
“We want business professionals to 
have a first‐hand, a first‐ear  

experience on the poten al that 
comes with the KH models. Their 
reputa on is already incomparable 
when it comes to precision, 
neutrality and overall system 
integra on op ons. Nonetheless: 
how much this eases your sessions, 
prevents acous c fa gue, and 
allows for a new level of control and 
fidelity on your sound stage must be 
experienced. We want to bring 
demo rooms as close as possible to 
industry professionals so everyone 
can have an informed decision on 
the best possible audio”, says 
Kenan. 
 
www.sennheiser.com 
www.neumann.com 

“Why didn’t I hear that earlier?” – Neumann opens  
exclusive demo room with The Living Room Studio 
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When it comes to ligh ng 
produc on, young aspiring ligh ng 
designers Sachin Dunakhe and Amey 
Pendharkar are always keen to 
experiment. Se ling for mundane 
work is not in their professional 
DNA, and that’s why they have 
invested recently in the unique 
grandMA3 onPC command wing. 
With this they have inscribed a new 
success story for their ligh ng 
company, Pixelbug, which is based 
in Pune, India.  
 
Sachin Dunhake has been using the 
grandMA2 console range for more 
than three years now, and he also 
owns a grandMA2 onPC command 
wing. He says: “grandMA2 has 
always been a go‐to console for me 
for various types of ligh ng design 
work, ranging from theatre and 
fashion shows to live concerts and 
corporate events. The all‐new 
grandMA3 user interface and 
improved so ware func onality are 
definitely worth the me and money  

investment to help create more 
enriching visual experiences for the 
audience. And what be er me than 
this pandemic to dive into this all 
new grandMA3 world!” 
 
Pixelbug’s co‐founder Amey 
Pendharkar has worked in the 
entertainment industry for more 
than a decade including being a 
touring ligh ng designer and 
operator for assorted ar sts 
including Sunidhi Chauhan, Amit 
Trivedi, Divine, Vishal‐Shekhar etc. 
He is an avid user of MA consoles 
and shares his experience with the 
German manufactured brand. “My 
go‐to choice for a hassle‐free and 
convenient ligh ng console has 
always been MA. grandMA2 
consoles and their dynamic feature 
sets made my ligh ng concepts and 
visualiza ons turn into reality over 
all these years, and moving up to 
grandMA3 was a totally logical step. 
Thanks also to Hi Tech Audio 
Systems, MA’s distributor in India,  

for supplying us with the new 
grandMA3 onPC command wing.”  
 
MA product manager/tech support 
engineer Kakkaroda Ajay Teja from 
Hi Tech Audio Systems comments 
on Pixelbug and Sachin Dunakhe: 
“Mr. Sachin was an exis ng MA 
customer and also very tech‐savvy, 
so  he is always keen on new 
technology. When we introduced a 
demo on the grandMA3 desk and 
showed its new features, he 
immediately liked it and wanted to 
invest. As a young entrepreneur,  
the basic model of grandMA3 ‐ 
which is handy, easy to carry, and 
lightweight ‐ was a perfect choice. 
Times are extremely tough right 
now since Covid‐19, and financially 
it is challenging for anyone to invest 
in new kit, but Sachin and Amey 
waited pa ently and finally placed 
an order for the grandMA3 onPC 
command wing.” 
 
maligh ng.com 

Pixelbug loves its new grandMA3 onPC command wing 
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Sachin Dunakhe (Founder of Pixelbug), 
Rahul Joglekar (Lighting Designer and 
Operator) and Amey Pendharkar  
(Co-Founder of Pixelbug) 
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November 21st 2021 sees Ayrton 
celebrate its 20th anniversary and 
what a journey it has been for the 
company which has dedicated itself 
en rely to developing innova ve 
LED ligh ng products. “When Ayrton 
was created, we didn't know at the 

me, but we were going to 
revolu onize the world of ligh ng 
with a totally disrup ve concept, 
Digital Ligh ng,” says Ayrton 
founder, Yvan Péard. “Over the past 
20 years we have created more than 
70 extraordinary digital luminaires 
that are as innova ve as they are 
effec ve. We are very proud of our 
achievements and the way we 
con nue to lead the way, pushing 
technology and design to the limits. 
This year we are celebra ng 20 
years of passion, crea on and 
design; 20 years of working with the 
world's greatest ligh ng designers, 
who have placed their trust in us to 
make the tools they want to use; 20 
years of innova on to bring the 
wildest projects to life.”  
 
Péard first brought Ayrton to life in 
2001, naming his company a er the 
outstanding Brazilian racing driver, 
Ayrton Senna, whom he admired for 
his brilliance, ingenuity and drive in 

 
the pursuit of perfec on – quali es 
which Péard and the team at Ayrton 
have maintained to this day. From 
technical innova ons and original 
ideas in crea ve effects ligh ng, to 
classical ligh ng fixtures, through to 
the company’s first IP65 rated 
fixtures, Ayrton has gained a 
reputa on for innova on, power, 
precision, versa lity, and unbeatable 
durability and reliability.  
 
Ayrton’s is a history of ‘firsts’ with 
notable advancements in technology 
delivering new, original products 
every year:  
 
The company’s ini al reputa on for 
unique effects ligh ng accelerated in 
2013 with the advent of MagicPanel 
602 ‐ the first‐born in the Crea ve 
Solu ons family ‐ a modular LED 
luminaire equipped with con nuous 
unlimited rota on in pan and lt, 
and a unique square face that could 
deliver a broad range of visual 
effects. MagicBlade R was to follow 
the following year, the first of the 
redesigned ‘Radical’ range. MagicDot 
R, in 2015, was the first professional 
moving head LED luminaire with a 
single op cal collimator and firmly 
established itself as the must‐have 

 
fixture for embedding into sets 
because of its small form factor and 
amazing versa lity. In 2016, 
MagicBurst was the first high‐power 
graphic LED strobe with con nuous, 
unlimited, rota on on pan and lt, 
and melded beau fully with the 
other ‘Panel’ products. 2017 saw 
the arrival of MagicPanel FX, an 
exci ng new development from 
MagicPanel R, with a revolu onary 
new op cal zoom system that 
offered exci ng possibili es for 
crea ng 2D graphical effects. 

Ayrton celebrates 20 years of digital ligh ng 

www.avltimes.com 
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2017 also marked a new important 
milestone with the release of 
Ayrton’s first classical fixture, Ghibli, 
its first LED spot luminaire factory‐
equipped with a framing system, 
and packed full of features in a 
surprisingly compact body. This 
marked the beginning of Ayrton’s 
road map to produce a 
comprehensive series of fixtures to 
suit every size of venue and project 
applica on.  
 
As this plan rolled out, 2018 saw the 
arrival of Mistral and Khamsin; 2019 
introduced Diablo which is s ll one 
of Ayrton’s most popular fixtures, 
and its IP65 rated counterpart, 
Perseo Profile which has become 
the benchmark IP65 rated fixture, 
packing all the features and 
outstanding output into a compact, 
all‐weather housing, which has since 
proved itself unmatched in reliability 
and versa lity.  
 
With Ayrton’s roadmap in full swing, 
the most recent years have seen the 
release of more revolu onary 
fixtures. Huracán Profile is a 
formidable graphical tool for 
enhanced crea vity, with 
excep onal light output and an 
en rely new complex colour mixing 
system with a double CMY 
satura on level capable of 
genera ng 281 trillion colours.  
 
Domino expanded Ayrton’s IP65 
mul ‐func on luminaire family as 
the larger sibling of Perseo Profile 
and has since been joined by Perseo 
Beam.  Eurus marked the first mul ‐
func on profile luminaire launched 
under the new SLIM‐21 programme 
for miniaturising fixtures and 
reducing their weight, while the 
latest addi ons – Karif LT and 
Huracán LT – are the first LED 
luminaires in the brand new line of 
“LT” (Long Throw) products 
dedicated to long‐range 
applica ons. 

All these products include signature 
features that are synonymous with 
the Ayrton name: accuracy of 
movement, lightweight and compact 
form, phenomenal output, 
innova ve op cs and colour 
management, feature‐rich fixtures 
that belie the size of each fixture, 
next‐genera on cooling systems and 
boundary‐pushing graphical effects.  
 
“We are excited to be entering our 
20th year!” states CEO, Chris 
Ferrante. “Ayrton has been the 
industry leader in Digital Ligh ng 
since our incep on. Yvan’s vision all 
those years ago has led to the 
success we have achieved today. Our 
best‐in‐class products, characterized 
by innova on with purpose, 
crea vity and quality, are designed 
with our users, the ligh ng designers 
and crea ves, in mind. These people 

along with our distributors and the 
team at Ayrton, are as important as 
our products and we look forward 
to celebra ng with them over the 
next 12 months.  
 
“However, we are never content 
with si ng s ll and have some 
unbelievable new technology and 
ideas planned for the near future 
which will con nue to enhance the 
global shows and events we are 
fortunate to be a part of. “We 
cannot wait for the next 20 years!”  
 
To mark the 20th anniversary, 
Ayrton has released a a video 
h ps://vimeo.com/647384991  
and a new logo and is as 
determined to con nue to lead and 
innovate as it has been from the 
start. As Péard says: “The future  
has only just begun!” 

www.avltimes.com 
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Iconic Australian singer‐songwriter, 
Tina Arena has once again delighted 
audiences across the country with 
her recent tour, Enchanté: The 
Songs of Tina Arena. The Enchanté 
Australian tour was one of the first 
across the country since the start of 
the Covid‐19 pandemic. Therefore, 
crea ng an extra special produc on 
was forefront of everyone’s mind.  
 
Renowned Ligh ng Designer and 
Vista by Chroma‐Q® user, Peter 
Rubie, who had previously worked 
with Tina on online streaming 
projects, was given the brief to 
create something beau ful, 
exquisite and theatrical that would 
enhance and help convey the 
emo on in the music. Peter 
explains: “The main challenge was 
how to s ll deliver those in mate  

moments that were achieved the 
previous year for Tina in the 
streaming project with the 
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra, on 
much bigger arena sized stages. Tina 
wanted the ability to deliver strong 
and powerful moments as well as 
so  and beau ful ones, to match her 
diverse range of songs.”  
 
The ligh ng rig contained over 170 
fixtures from various manufacturers, 
including; Chroma‐Q®, Robe, Mar n, 
GLP, Nitek and Mole Richardson. 
 
Commen ng on his ligh ng design, 
Peter con nues to explain; “I’m a big 
believer in filling out the ver cal 
nega ve space with ligh ng that can 
grow from the ar sts performing 
below it. I have used dropper pipes 
coming down from the trusses  

plenty of mes before, but using a 
large quan ty of them enabled me 
to achieve this and sculpt a lot 
whilst following the curves of the 
stage design. The overhead trusses 
were actually fairly light on fixtures 
for a show of this size, I opted more 
for pairs and clusters of lights to get 
that strong and powerful light 
curtain effect. “As for the show 
programming, I chose to use my 
own Vista by Chroma‐Q console. I 
also occasionally jump between a 
mix of ETC and MA consoles on 
other shows which I also own, but 
for me, Vista 3 is a great designer/ 
programmer console – One which is 
o en overlooked, but in my opinion 
just as capable as the others! Vista 
works be er alongside my crea ve 
brain as I’m not constantly having to 
convert my inten ons for the looks  

Vista by Chroma‐Q delights Australia on Enchanté  
The Songs of Tina Arena Tour 
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back into numbers and formulas. 
Vista has changed a lot over the 
years and has now found a good 
hybrid of GUI plus syntax opera on 
that makes it cleverly quick to 
program. For this show I was driving 
14 universes of sACN and some 
further universes of Artnet for 
control of a media server, which 
sent content to the video projec on 
panels. 
 
“The physical console setup consists 
of a single laptop and two USB 
control surfaces.  The whole user 
interface is designed to be able to 
be programmed on a single display 
with everything you need within one 
or two windows. Addi onally, I quite 
like that I don’t need hardware 
connected to output to my choice of 
visualiser. Vista will output 
unlimited universes at full 
framerate, without a license 
connected, with only a very short 
blackout of the network output 
every now and then, which is 
perfectly acceptable for pre‐
visualisa on. For these reasons I can 
actually comfortably con nue 
programming / doing notes on the 
showfile on the plane, in an airport 
terminal or on the tour bus between 
ci es.  That flexibility and portability 
means I can produce a more 
polished showfile in those precious 
and o en wasteful transit mes. 

“The laptop I use is one with a 
special easel tablet and has actually 
been my console computer since 
2014, right back from when Vista 2 
was in its infancy. I really appreciate 
that 8 years later I can s ll run the 
latest version of Vista 3, without any 
addi onal costs to what I paid back 
then. It runs solid which is a 
testament to the so ware 
developers hard work in maintaining 
backwards compa bility over the 
years.” 
 
Peter con nues to explain some of 
Vista’s tools that he made most use 
of when crea ng “Enchanté”; 
“Vista’s visual approach to 
programming through it’s “Layout  

view” makes it really clear to see 
what every fixture is doing at a 
glance.  Vista was one of the first 
consoles to really use the layout 
views in anger and I find it is s ll 
easier and quicker to control 
fixtures, when compared to the 
other consoles. “ 
 
I also have quite a few mul ‐
element LED fixtures in the show. 
Some Chroma‐Q Color Force IITM 
48 act as footlights across the front 
edge of stage as well as some GLP 
Impression X4 bars behind the band 
and finally some Robe Spiders. As 
soon as I have patched these in 
Vista they appear as one single 
fixture with easy to select elements 
within. There is no further 
configura on required to make 
these pixels appear, or to group 
them together within their master 
fixture. It’s very fast to be able to 
select just some, or groups of, the 
elements, for example when Tina 
stands downstage centre at the mic, 
I can just turn on the inside 4 pixels 
of the Color Force II, which is 
enough to light her without turning 
the whole ba en on. 
 
 
vistabychromaq.com 
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Delivering immersive experiences 
that blurs the lines between the 
physical and virtual, the new XR 
stage from South Korea’s NP studio 
offers a technologically advanced 
content produc on environment 
that meets the expecta ons of even 
the most demanding of NP’s clients. 
Working in close collabora on with 
ARK Ventures Inc South Korea, the 
studio’s impressive equipment 
inventory features industry‐leading 
Brompton Tessera processors, ROE 
Visual LED screen, disguise media 
servers, as well as Sony camera 
systems and Seeder robo c cranes 
among other cu ng‐edge 
technologies, all running in sync and 
opening up an almost limitless world 
of crea ve content possibili es. 
 
 

“NP is one of Korea’s most 
renowned specialists in interac ve 
immersive content, so we are 
thrilled to work with their team on 
the new innova ve XR stage,” says  
David Oh, managing director/CTO at 
ARK Ventures. “Through this 
partnership, we managed to create a 
brand new XR content ecosystem 
that has already been in full use for 
produc ons like the online fan 
mee ng on TikTok of South Korean 
variety TV Show, ‘Running Man’, 
which was extremely successful!” 
 
The studio’s main 24m by 6m LED 
wall comprises 576 panels of ROE 
Black Pearl BP2, with an addi onal 
312 panels of ROE Black Marble BM4 
crea ng an 18.89m by 7.92m  

LED floor. The complete XR stage is 
driven by five Tessera SX40 4K LED 
processors and 11 Tessera XD 10G 
data distribu on units, offering 
stunning visuals and perfect in‐
camera results thanks to the latest 
Tessera so ware features like 
Shu erSync®, HFR+, Frame 
Remapping, and 3D LUT import, 
which are specifically targeted at 
virtual produc on and XR 
applica ons. “With this impressive 
inventory of technology, NP studio 
has created an XR stage that truly 
blurs the lines between physical and 
virtual worlds,” concludes Oh. 
 
bromptontech.com 
 
www.roevisual.com 

Brompton Technology central to technologically  
advanced South‐Korean XR Stage by NP studio 
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Blaze Audio specialize in solu ons 
for the commercial audio market. 
We power the excep onal sound 
performance demanded in 
commercial loca ons, and we 
deliver the technology, quality and 
reliability expected by the 
professional audio market. The 
Danish based brand design and 
engineer the PowerZone series of 
install amplifiers. 
 
The first genera on of PowerZone 
amps are designed to provide 
configurable, reliable, high 
performance power amplifica on. 
Our range of compact amplifiers are 
powerful for their size yet packed 
with useful and innova ve features. 
For example, any output channel 
can be independently configured  
 

to drive either Low‐Z (4/8 ohm) or 
High‐Z (70V/100V) loads ‐ giving 
complete flexibility at install.  
They also have automa c power 
sharing ‐ so the total available power 
can be shared across the channels.  
 
The brand new PowerZone Connect 
is a full matrix DSP embedded install 
amp that’s controlled via an intui ve 
web app. So ‐ you can set up and  
configure any system from your 
phone, tablet, or laptop. The 
PowerZone Control so ware allows 
all input, output, and mul ‐zone 
management from the smart web 
app.  
 
Thomas Marcher, Managing Director 
of AV Distribu on Asia, commented; 
“We are pleased to be working with 
Blaze in the APAC region. Their 
por olio of great products with neat  

features ‐ combined with a very  
strong commercial offer is a perfect 
fit for the market. I’m looking 
forward to speaking to many new  
partners across the region to discuss 
developing the Blaze brand in the 
coming years.’’  
 
George Tennet, VP Global Sales for 
Blaze Audio, commented; ‘’Thomas 
and AV Distribu on has the  
knowledge, experience, and 
network to build our distribu on 
and help us to start‐up, grow and 
long term support our partners in 
the market. The Blaze team is 
looking forward to suppor ng our 
journey together’’. 
 
 
blaze‐audio.com  
 
avdist.asia 

Blaze Audio is excited to announce its partnership  
with AV Distribu on Asia 
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The city of Jiaxing and its South Lake 
are considered as the birthplace of 
the Communist Party of China. The 
founding of the party and its first 
na onal congress were concluded 
on a Red Boat in 1921. Nowadays, 
Jiaxing welcomes millions of tourists 
visi ng the South Lake Red Boat and 
Revolu onary Memorial Hall.  
 
For the 100‐year anniversary of the 
party’s founda on, Jiaxing upgraded 
the night tour of the lakes and Ring 
River. The project consists in five 
performance spots combining video, 
ligh ng, music, and performances.  
 
The AV setup includes 25 x Epson 
video‐projectors as well as 12 x 
Modulo Player Standard media 
servers by Modulo Pi. Part of the 
servers powers the video‐projectors 
for edge blending, video mapping, 
and media playback. Another part is 
installed in an cipa on of the 
project phase 2. Finally, one of the 
Modulo Player Standard installed is 
used as the master show control. 

 ezpro.com  
modulo‐pi.com  
 

Modulo Pi’s media servers power  
Jiaxing South Lake night tour 
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The Teacher Wu Rongzong was 
invited to upgrade the system for 
the famous Baidu Live House. The 
owner requested to create a top‐
notch sound field effect on an 
interna onal scale, and Mr. Wu 
immediately thought about NEXT‐
proaudio system he knows very  
well for a long me.  
 
Taiwan’s senior sound engineer  
Wu Rongzong has been engaged in 
live sound reinforcement and fixed 
installa on for more than 30 years. 
More than ten years ago, Mr. Wu 
was recommended by a friend in 
Germany and learned about NEXT‐
proaudio sound reinforcement 
system from Portugal. The abundant 
and delicate energy and enthusias c 
sense of music immediately moved 
him. At that me, there was no 
agent in China, so Mr. Wu bought a 
NEXT‐proaudio sound system in  

Germany. So, with his familiarity 
with NEXT‐proaudio products and 
careful planning and simula on of 
the sound field, Mr. Wu personally 
designed, selected, and setup the 
system. The main PA consists in a 
line array of 3 LA122+LA122w each 
side. The matching sub‐frequency 
are 2 LAs118 also flown and 16 
Las418G on the ground to deliver 
the ultra‐low frequencies.  
 
Two LA122+LA122w were used as a 
delay system. The side field fill uses 
the most classic point source X 
series, with two X15 in total. There 
are also 2 LAm114xA as stage 
monitors.  
 
In order to ensure the best results 
from the system, the power 
amplifiers used were the Powerso  
X series recommended by the 
manufacturer ‐ NEXT‐proaudio.  
 
 

 
 
next‐proaudio.com 

Baidu Live House installed with NEXT‐proaudio in China 
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A er more than a year of lockdown, 
the wait was finally over when the 
mul ‐pla num selling band, Six60, 
embarked on a massive tour across 
New Zealand. The Six60 Saturdays 
tour culminated with a historic ‘first’ 
when they became the first ever 
band to play at Eden Park stadium  
in Auckland, with over 50,000 fans 
gathering to see the live show. 
Video produc on and equipment 
supplier, Big Picture, provided a 
complete video system package 
both for the tour and the inaugural 
concert at Eden Park, which 
included Brompton Technology’s 
Tessera LED processing. “Coming 
out of a year of Covid restric ons, 
we were excited to be given an 
opportunity to put together a video 
system package for the upcoming 
Six60 Saturdays tour,” says Paul 
Carppe, General Manager – NZ at 
Big Picture. 
 
The package included 215m2 of ROE 
MC7 in TAIT Touring frames, 
Brompton 4K Tessera SX40 LED 
processing with Tessera XD 10G data 
distribu on units, a Sony HD PPU 
Camera system and disguise servers 
to run the content. The massive 
screen was wider than the stage 
roof and just as tall, so building 
quickly but safely was of high  

priority to ensure all other 
departments could complete their 
jobs on me. “U lising the Tessera 
XD units enabled us to easily 
distribute data across the 27.6m 
wide screen with a simple fibre link 
back to the SX40 units at control,” 
furthers Carppe. Another challenge 
was the removable door element for 
stage/ar st access, which had to 
move in and out during changeovers 
whilst fi ng seamlessly into the wall 
during performances. According to 
Carppe, Brompton’s Tessera 
so ware enabled them to map the 
door shape into the wall with ease.  
 
With the tour on the road for six 
weeks, using bulletproof, high  

quality equipment was key. “Having 
a screen so big meant that Tessera’s 
‘Iden fy’ test pa ern, also called 
beacon, allowed us to easily iden fy 
problem panels so they could be 
fixed or replaced quickly and 
efficiently. Also, the ability to 
globally colour balance and match 
the wall across mul ple processors 
made life easy. In terms of the 
system build, it was useful to have 
the Tessera processors in video 
world and then feed out to the two 
XD units that were behind the 
screen,” explains Carppe.  
 
bromptontech.com 
 
Photos © Matt Clode 

Brompton Technology delivers picture perfect video  
content for SIX60 SATURDAYS tour at Eden Park 
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BLUMANO, entertainment‐industry 
consultants in safety and machinery 
design, is expanding into the Asian 
market with the announcement of 
BLUMANO East Asia. The addi on of 
this first‐class base will work closely 
with BLUMANO's network of offices 
in Ireland, the UK, Italy, and the 
Netherlands.  
 
Laurent Ste‐Marie joins this dynamic 
organisa on and brings with him 25‐
years’ experience and vast 
knowledge of the acroba c rigging 
world, which is a key addi on to 
BLUMANO'S wide range of 
combined skills. His remarkable 
background in technical produc on 
and project management includes 
working with some of the most 
innova ve companies and notable 
spor ng events in the industry.  
 
BLUMANO is thrilled to have 
Laurent on board, and feels it 
further enhances its ability to 
provide dynamic, full‐service, 
mul pla orm packages to clients 
needing engineering solu ons and 
high levels of support, especially in  
 

a post Covid world. Laurent began 
taking some of BLUMANO's training 
courses and through mul ple 
interac ons and conversa ons 
discovered he shared similar values 
and approaches to safety and design 
with the team.  
 
“Seeing how the entertainment 
industry is bouncing back from an 
unfortunate dip, the ming seemed 
right to take on a new and exci ng 
challenge by joining yet another 
industry leader. Through our 
exchanges we realised that our 
passion for the industry, vision, and 
dedica on for the promo on of a 
safe work environment would make 
a partnership between us a perfect 
fit. It is an honour to be part of the 
BLUMANO team and I'm looking 
forward to extending renowned 
support to exis ng and new clients 
in the East Asian market,” 
commented Laurent. 
 
The company is specialised in 
atypical technical frameworks, 
including all areas standard 
engineering companies might not  

choose to deal with. This can  
include handling performer flying, 
moving elements above audiences 
and automa on of special and 
unique objects designed for shows, 
fes vals, concert tours, corporate 
events, ceremonies, and other 
special events.  
 
BLUMANO also provides a variety of 
services designed to help clients 
adjust to the developing landscape 
of the entertainment industry due 
to changes brought on by the Covid 
pandemic. Services like technical 
produc on, compliance & 
cer fica on, H&S of machinery & 
equipment in use, integra on of 
machinery & controls, and 
machinery risk assessments are just 
some of the services included in 
BLUMANO's wide‐ranging por olio. 
The company's mo o is the more 
complex and challenging, the 
be er! 
 
 
 
 
blumano.com 

BLUMANO expands into the Asian market 
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The first Astera NYX Bulb installa on 
in Australia has been completed by 
Elite Event Technology at One22, a 
brand‐new music‐driven bar and 
night entertainment concept in a 
me culously reimagined space that 
has long served night and party 
people in Canberra. One22’s new 
ligh ng design includes 60 x Astera 
NYX bulbs in an individually mapped 
ceiling art piece.  
 
Formally Mr Wolf nightclub, EET had 
supplied a previous long term rental 
audio and ligh ng rig in the space, 
so there was already a strong 
connec on with both the new 
owners and the landmark Sydney 
Building. EET’s Darren Russell was 
invited to create a fresh new ligh ng 
look to match the eye‐catching raw 
industrial chic of One22’s interior 
design, and integral to this is the 
NYX bulb roof installa on. 
 

“The client wanted to be able to 
change the mood and dynamic of 
the venue instantly and dras cally 
but without having any roof trusses 
full of ligh ng and rigging,” 
explained Darren. They already had 
the idea of mul ple hanging pendant 
style lampshades around the room, 
so Darren took that as a star ng 
point and developed the NYX bulb 
installa on – which can change 
colour and be chased crea ng 
beau ful fluid kine c effects – from 
there.  
 
Having invested steadily in Astera 
products over the last year – all 
supplied by Australian & New 
Zealand distributor, ULA Group – 
Darren had been keen to use the 
NYX bulb since its launch mid‐2020. 
Now was his chance! The en re 
400+ square metre venue is lit with 
the 60 x NYX Bulbs plus LED strips  

which accentuate the walls, coves, 
and other architectural detail. 
 
The NYX Bulbs are controlled via a 
ChamSys MagicQ PC with data fed 
to the bulbs via a Lumen Radio 
wireless network. The club has an 
iPad in an iPort ‘ruggedised’ 
induc on charging case which is 
running on a dedicated enterprise‐
class mesh Wi‐Fi network also 
installed by EET.  
 
The ChamSys remote app on the 
iPad is used to access pre‐
programmed pages so the duty 
manager can select a variety of 
different ligh ng looks and effects 
to suit the mood and the music of 
the moment. 
 
astera‐led.com 
 
Photos © Darren Russel 

First Astera NYX Bulb installa on in Australia 
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To create a world‐class experience 
center, TechDataPS Co., Ltd. 
installed industry‐leading audio 
systems from HARMAN Professional 
Solu ons to showcase the latest in 
audio technology to customers and 
visitors. The Showroom is divided 
into several zones, each highligh ng 
a different range of solu ons.  
 
In the Display Zone, TechDataPS 
installed JBL CBT series column 
speakers and an array of AMX 
networked AV and control devices, 
including SVSI N2400 4K Series 
encoders and decoders, Acendo 
Vibe soundbars, Massio control and 
keypads, and Modero G5 touch 
panels.  

The Install Zone features JBL’s 
impressive line up of installa on 
speaker solu ons including AE 
series, AWC compact, AW series, 
Control 23‐1, Control 25‐1, Control 
28‐1L and CWT128 loudspeakers. 
 
The Portable Zone showcases JBL’s 
plethora of portable self‐powered 
speakers, including BRX300 Series, 
EON One Series, IRX100 Series, 
EON208P, PRX800 Series, SRX800 
Series and PD500 Series 
loudspeakers. In the Recording Zone, 
listeners can compare the reference‐
quality sound provided by JBL One 
Series, 7 Series and 3 Series MKII 
reference monitors. Customers can 
also test out AKG’s iconic lineup of 
microphones including DMS300 
Series, WMS470 Wireless, Lyra USB, 
C414 XLII, C214, D5, K872 and K275 
microphones.  
 
TechDataPS ou i ed the Table Zone 
with AKG conference microphones 
including PCC160, PZM30D and DAM  

Series models. They also included 
Soundcra ’s lineup of compact 
mixers, including Notepad Series, Si 
Series and Ui Series consoles. 
TechDataPS used the Café Zone to 
showcase JBL Control 10 Series,  
Control 40 Series, Control 60 Series, 
Control 300 Series, VMA Series, 
CSMA series, Control HST, CRV and 
CSS8018 loudspeakers. 
 
To power all speakers in the 
showroom, TechDataPS equipped 
the Rack Zone with Crown CDi 
DriveCore Series, ComTech 
DriveCore Series, DCi Network 
Series amplifiers and BSS Soundweb 
London Series, Soundweb Contrio 
Series. Addi onally, AMX touch 
panels operate all the speakers 
across the showroom, making it 
easy for visitors to select the music 
and speakers they want to audi on. 
 
 
 
pro.harman.com 

TechDataPS showroom lets consumers experience  
the latest HARMAN Professional audio solu ons 
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When the family‐owned Mille  Group opened 
Salty’s restaurant and bar, Owner and Operator 
Chris an Mille  wanted to create a venue that 
paid tribute to the history of surfing culture in 
Australia and Bondi Beach in par cular. Mille  
turned to Pro Audio Video Technology (PAVT) 
who designed a custom audio system from 
Eastern Acous c Works (EAW®) for the venue. In 
designing the PA system, versa lity was key for 
the team. Salty’s is open for lunch daily, so the 
venue needed to have a system for background 
music that allows patrons to carry on 
conversa ons. Salty’s features DJ’s playing music 
seven days a week, so the sound volume 
changes drama cally not only throughout the 
day, but from set‐to‐set. It was also important that the system had zone controls to raise the audio levels in parts 
of the venue. With EAW, the audio quality was clear regardless of the sound level. In addi on, all management 
staff have an app on their phones that enables them to walk the venue ensuring the levels are just right. The bar is 
very deep but it is not wide so in designing the audio system, the PAVT team broke the bar into four separate 
zones. The main zone/DJ/dance floor is covered with six EAW MK8196 passive two‐way loudspeakers and two 
EAW SBK250 subs that are all flown. The bar area is covered with a line of EAW VFR89 passive, two‐way 
loudspeakers, and the entry area is covered with six VFR89 and four SB120 speakers. The annex area off to the  
side of the main area is filled with a pair of VFR89 speakers. eaw.com 

For the debut of his bold and daring ‘Salon des 
Visionaires – Luxxury Godbage’, a retro 1990s 
fashion themed fall‐winter collec on and Sherry 
Bomb Opening Party held at Ximen Literature and 
Arts Centre, Jus n Chou, designer and founder of 
Taiwan fashion label JUST IN XX selected Calibre 
LEDFusion A130‐15 all‐in‐one Direct View screen 
management solu ons.  JUST IN XX’s philosophy 
when it came to technology echoed this, and he 
collaborated with Calibre UK for LEDFusion A130‐
15 LED displays to be posi oned on each side of 
the main stage for the show. “This was the first‐
ever fashion show in Taiwan that used tradi onal stage elements combined with audio and visual elements to 
bring the 1990s theme to life. To support our use of a lot of colourful, bold clothing and makeup, we posi oned 
Calibre LEDFusion displays on each side of the main stage to create a stunning effect that faithfully represented 
vibrant colours. It created a high‐impact and a ‘fashion drama show’ with engaging sound and light effects, best 
presen ng the finer details of clothing.” The fashion show and stage play performance were held on the main 
stage with a rota ng circular stage. Because of the small form factor and quick and easy setup, the LEDFusion was 
easily transported into the ght confines of the venue construc on staff. During build‐up, the team was impressed 
with how easy, quickly and efficiently LEDFusion was to set up and deploy – all under an hour. calibreuk.com 

Salty’s, hangs ten with new EAW® custom speaker system 

JUST IN XX innovates Avante Garde fashion show using 
Calibre LEDFusion during Taipei Fashion Week 
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Berry Goodman’s Wedding Tour 
2021 saw the one‐man show visit 
wedding halls across Japan; these 
were seen as the perfect se ngs for 
the release of his latest love song, 
There Can Be No Other Life. The 
plan was to move around 13 
prefectures in a one‐box van, loaded 
with musical instruments and PA 
equipment. Therefore, the ar st’s 
produc on management office, 
Arigato Music, set out to purchase a 
small PA, both for this purpose and 
for use as their own equipment.  
 
The criteria, was that the PA rig 
needed to be easy to carry and fast 
to set up in any venue, so that 
Goodman could go live immediately. 
Since it also had to take into account 
the space constraints of each venue, 
a self‐powered loudspeaker system, 
which displayed great sound quality, 
was the obvious solu on. A er 
reviewing their op ons, Mar n 
Audio's Blackline XP12 was 
considered the perfect choice. 
 
For the performance held at The 
Beach Yokohama on June 26, a  

mobile stage and DJ 
booth were set up with a 
capacity of 120 people, 
and a small digital mixer 
and wireless mics were 
installed at the side of 
the stage. The sound 
check was able to start 
within an hour and a half 
of load‐in. MSI JAPAN 
Tokyo’s Mr. Kuroda, who 
was in charge of mixing, 
reports: "This was the 
second venue to use 
these speakers. Unlike 
the previous occasion, 
which was horizontally 
wide, the second venue 
had a lot more depth in 
the ver cal plane. And although this 
place was awash with glass, making 
reflec ons quite strong, I was able  
to control it in the mix.  
 
“The set list included songs that 
require a certain amount of volume, 
so I was trying to create an 
environment that was easy to listen 
to in the front rows while audiences 
towards the back could experience  

a similar atmosphere. I think the 
Blackline XP12 did a great job in this 
respect.  Although the available 
mains power supply was limited at 
the venue, the Blackline XP12 fully 
sa sfied both volume level and 
sound quality.” 
 
 
 
mar n‐audio.com 
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Berry Goodman takes Mar n Audio Blackline XP12  
on Wedding Tour 2021 
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Belgian pro audio manufacturer, AUDAC, is delighted to announce 
Frederic Cresson as sales manager for the EMEA region. By working  
with AUDAC’s partners at all levels, Frederic will be responsible for 
expanding AUDAC’s market share and increasing the company's sales 
network in Europe, the Middle‐East & Africa region. Prior to joining 
AUDAC, Frederic was the EMEA Sales and Marke ng manager at Allen  
& Heath UK where he build up a wealth of knowledge in pro audio.  
Mark Asselberghs, interna onal sales director at AUDAC, states: “We 
are excited to welcome Frederic to the AUDAC team. His experience  
and diverse technical knowledge will be a huge asset to the team, giving 
us the ability to be er service our customers. We welcome him to his 
new role and wish him every success“ Frederic comments, “I am very 
excited to start my new role as Sales manager in the EMEA region with  
a view to helping our customers” meet their ever demanding goals and 
objec ves, whilst sharing the details of AUDAC’s latest technology and 
innova ons. I am looking forward to con nuing to develop my current 
rela onships, and building new ones with all the customers in my 
region.” 
audac.eu 
 
 

Inspired and convinced by how high‐quality 
display technology can increase student 
engagement and learning with life‐like visuals 
and uncompromising clarity, the Indian 
Ins tute of Technology Indore (IIT Indore) in 
Madhya Pradesh, the Indian Ins tute of 
Management Nagpur in Maharashtra, the 
Indian Ins tute of Management Ahmedabad  
in Gujarat, and Nalanda University in Bihar 
have recently invested in Chris e’s display 
solu ons to achieve this desired outcome. 
Altogether, these ter ary ins tu ons have 
installed a significant number of Chris e laser 
projec on systems comprising the HS Series, 
GS Series, Cap va Series, and APS Series laser 
projectors in various venues such as lecture 
halls and classrooms. In addi on, IIT Indore set 
up four large‐sized video walls on its campus 
that are made up of 144 Chris e Core Series 
LED les with a pixel pitch of 1.8mm. 
chris edigital.com 

AUDAC hires Frederic Cresson as  
sales manager EMEA Region 

Chris e laser projec on and LED video wall solu ons the 
preferred choice of ins tutes of higher learning in India 

A Christie projector is deployed in a lecture hall at IIT Indore in Madhya Pradesh 
(Photo: Indian Institute of Technology Indore) 
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To provide premium sound for the 
performing arts, PT In  Megah 
Swara recently equipped Bri sh 
School Jakarta’s theater with a 
comprehensive array of HARMAN 
Professional audio solu ons. 
 
For sound reinforcement in the 
school’s main theater, IMS ou i ed 
the le  and right sides of the stage 
with JBL JRX215 loudspeakers to 
deliver high‐quality music and 
speech. IMS equipped the stage 
with JBL IRX112BT powered 
speakers to provide clear and  

accurate monitoring for performers. 
Addi onally, IMS installed JBL 
Control 16C/T ceiling speakers and 
Control 19CST in‐ceiling subwoofers 
to ensure balanced full‐range 
coverage throughout the space. IMS 
powered the JBL loudspeakers with 
Crown XTi 2002 and CDi 1000 
amplifiers. To enable staff to easily 
achieve professional‐sounding 
mixes, IMS ou i ed the theater with 
Soundcra  Ui12 remote‐controlled 
mixing consoles. Officials from 
Bri sh School Jakarta reported that 
the theater required an excep onal  

sound system capable of adap ng 
to a wide range of events and 
performances. They expressed 
gra tude to IMS and HARMAN 
Professional for the excellent 
execu on of the project, sta ng 
that the new audio solu ons 
surpassed their expecta ons and 
enhanced theater performances. 
 
 
 
 
 
pro.harman.com 

Bri sh School Jakarta delivers enriched performing arts 
experiences with HARMAN Professional solu ons 

www.avltimes.com 
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Experienced industry professional Gerry Forde has 
become the latest member of the Point Source 
Audio family, taking on the new role of Business 
Development Manager for the EMEA region. The 
appointment recognizes the growing worldwide 
demand for Point Source Audio’s unique collec on 
of microphones and will support the US‐based 
manufacturer’s further expansion throughout 
Europe, the Middle East and Africa. The global 
popularity of Point Source Audio microphones is 
driven by factors such as the unique microphone 
and headset moun ng technology for the most 
discreet placement and the ability to thoroughly 
sani ze the products from the element to the 
connector, ensuring the safety of cast and crew alike. Combining these aspects with the excep onal audio quality 
delivered by every Point Source Audio product, it is easy to see why the demand is running so high. “We see the 
EMEA region as cri cal for our ongoing worldwide growth,” states James Lamb, President at Point Source Audio. 
“We needed a safe pair of hands with the knowledge and skillset to provide the local support our dealers and 
distributors deserve while also driving the growth of the company throughout the territory." “Since first talking 
with Gerry, we all knew that he would be the right person to help move Point Source Audio forward in the EMEA 
region,” con nues Lamb. point‐sourceaudio.com 

Ambassador Theatres’ iconic cinema complex in 
Taipei’s bustling Ximending district houses three 
screens, including Taiwan’s largest movie 
auditorium (Grand Ambassador) with a capacity 
of about 800 seats. Ambassador Theatre 
(Ximending) is also the first cinema in Taiwan to 
be fully equipped with Chris e 4K RGB pure laser 
cinema projectors featuring Chris e Real|Laser™ 
illumina on technology. In Taichung, Chris e 2K 
digital cinema projectors have been deployed in 
all 12 auditoriums at Zhongxiao Ambassador 
Theatres, which can accommodate a total of 
1,152 patrons. All projectors were installed and 
commissioned by Chris e’s long‐standing partner, Dacoms Technology. In par cular, the Grand Ambassador 
auditorium features a giant screen measuring 22 meters wide and 12 meters high (72 feet by 39 feet) lit by dual 
Chris e CP4440‐RGB large‐format projectors that deliver a combined brightness of up to 90,000 lumens for the 
ul mate cinema c visual experience. Images from the two projectors have been perfectly aligned to display a 
completely seamless image using Chris e® Mys que™ Cinema, an auto‐calibra ng image alignment so ware and 
camera kit that simplifies the calibra on process for dual‐projec on setups. In addi on, Chris e CP4415‐RGB pure 
laser cinema projectors are installed in the other two auditoriums of Ambassador Theatre (Ximending). 
chris edigital.com 

Gerry Forde appointed EMEA Business  
Development Manager for Point Source Audio 

Ambassador Theatres chooses Chris e cinema solu ons 
for its Taipei and Taichung mul plexes 
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What is the mentality behind 
crea ng Neumann products?  
 
Having been an audio manufacturer 
for close to a century, Neumann has 
cul vated a legacy of excellence and 
“first of its kind” solu ons. Many of 
our innova ons have become 
reference products for the industry, 
from the classic U 47 microphone to 
the KH 120 studio monitor. So when 
we set our sights on adding a new 
product to our por olio, it is 
because our customers are facing a 
challenge in their workflow or 
crea ve process that our current 
por olio can’t solve. We then 
thoroughly evaluate how we can 
offer a solu on that deserves the 
trust of our most loyal customers 
and has the poten al to elevate  

 
their work to new levels. We don’t 
bring a product to market unless  
we see the poten al for it to achieve 
such a reference status. With this, 
Neumann is known for me culous 
cra smanship. Our customers see 
Neumann equipment as an 
investment because we build 
everything to last – hence why 
products that launched decades ago 
are s ll as popular today as they 
were in the 1960s, such as the U 67 
microphone. All of our microphones 
and monitors are hand‐cra ed in 
Europe so we can ensure reliable 
and consistent quality. We take our 

me to make things technically as 
close to perfect as possible, even if it 
takes us longer to deliver new 
products to the market. 

 
Neumann pivoted into the Monitor 
market in 2010, why do you think 
this was the next step for the 
brand?  
 
A er being on the forefront of 
recording technology for so long, we 
honed our exper se in capturing 
detail and emo on from ar sts. 
Hence, we no ced that many of the 
exis ng monitors on the market 
lacked the ability to playback a very 
accurate sound of the recordings. 
We realized that this was something 
that our customer base was looking 
for that would be an excellent 
complement to our exis ng product 
offerings, so we focused our efforts 
on crea ng studio monitors that 
could reproduce the truest playback 
while s ll being easy to work with.  

Neumann CEO Ralf Oehl on their range of monitors,  
calibra on tools and what’s next for the brand 

www.avltimes.com www.avltimes.com 
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We did not start from scratch and 
found a great partner in Klein + 
Hummel. The fellow‐German 
company offered a strong 
founda on in the monitor market, 
so we combined forces with an 
acquisi on. Our monitor line is since 
called “KH” to pay tribute to that 
founda on. 
 
What makes Neumann monitors 
stand out amongst the crowded 
market of studio monitors?  
 
What sets our studio monitors apart 
is that they are not built to please 
the listener, but instead aim to give 
them the most realis c 
representa on of their work, so 
they have the best chance at 
achieving perfec on in what they 
do. If you look at reviews of our 
studio monitors online, you’ll no ce 
an interes ng trend. While we are 
overwhelmed and humbled by the 
number of 5‐star reviews, so many 
customers have remarked that they 
ini ally thought our monitors 
sounded terrible un l they realized 
it was their mixes that were the 
issue. One end user even called the 
monitors, “glasses for my ears”.  
 
While many monitor manufacturers 
today are focused on achieving vivid 
and unique sound signatures, we 
shied away from this trend to stay 
as transparent as possible. Because 
of this, all of our monitors from the 
KH 80 to KH 420 offer a similar 
sound pa ern. While the KH 80 
doesn’t extend as low as for 
example the KH 420, they all 
maintain a high level of consistency. 
This is advantageous because in 
today’s studio environment, the 
mixing and mastering is o en done 
by remote, disparate teams in 
various sized studios with a mix of 
speakers. If post‐produc on for a 
film is taking place across one 
engineer’s garage and another’s 
professional studio, our monitor  
 

solu ons of all sizes will ensure that 
the team have a cohesive sound 
across their dis nct setups so that 
they can produce a uniform end 
result. 
 
How does the MA 1 work, and  
why do we need technology to  
align studio monitors? 
 
The MA 1 is a proprietary Neumann 
so ware that comes with a 
Neumann measurement microphone 
to achieve the best possible 
monitoring result in any acous c 
environment. When se ng up 
studio monitors, expert engineers 
usually tweak quite a few manual 
adjustments and make some 
approxima ons to get the most 
accurate reproduc on out of their 
monitors. The MA 1 acous cally 
scans the room to analyse it and 
then uses the embodied knowledge 
and experience of our engineers  
to precisely adapt the monitors to  

the given recording environment.  
This ensures the most accurate 
playback, even in rooms that are 
not designed for professional 
monitoring.  
 
While this seems like a great tool for 
a semi‐professional, it is in fact also 
becoming a staple in professional 
environments and for on‐the‐go 
engineers. It was a saving grace on 
New Year’s Eve when live sound 
engineer Jim Ebdon mixed Jus n 
Bieber’s highly praised performance 
at the roo op of the Beverly Hilton 
Hotel. He had to mix the stream in a 
hotel room, which was certainly a 
less than ideal mixing environment. 
To achieve the excellent sound that 
we all heard on TV, he u lized the 
MA 1 algorithms to adapt his 
Neumann monitors to the demand 
and credits the tool for enabling him 
to mix well in such a substandard 
mixing environment. 
 
 

www.avltimes.com www.avltimes.com 
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How do Neumann’s studio 
headphones relate to your monitor 
line of products?  
 
Our studio headphone line is 
essen ally our studio monitors, 
packed into the smallest possible 
form factor. The Neumann NDH 20 
was built to have a similar sound 
pa ern to the KH line so that audio 
professionals can maintain a level of 
accuracy and detail when traveling 
that is as close as possible to mixing 
in their studio. To ensure cohesive 
sound to our monitors, we have our 
sound designers who develop the 
studio monitors also do the final 
tes ng for our headphones.  
 
What design innova ons have 
Neumann been working on 
currently?  
 
We are currently focused on two 
main innova on areas. The majority 
of reference equipment in the audio 
industry is inherently analogue. As 
digital environments become the 
new‐normal, we are working 
towards solu ons to best link our 
reference microphones and  

monitors into digital workflows and 
professional network environments. 
We are focused on extending the 
value chain from analogue to digital 
in a way that does not compromise 
the quality of our products.  

 

Based on the huge success of the  
MA 1 and the rapidly expanding 
need for solu ons to support remote 
workflows, we are also developing 
more solu ons that enable 
correc ve ac on and help engineers 
get the most out of their makeshi  
studios. As the industry is 
increasingly on‐the‐go, we are  
eager to help professionals op mize 
imperfect environments so 
recordings and live performances 
can sound great wherever they are 
captured or worked on. 
 
What should we expect from 
Neumann in the next year?  
 
In the upcoming year, there are two 
primary focus areas: immersive 
audio and networked audio. Our 
por olio of microphones, from the 
classic U 87 and 67, to the  
 

specialized KU 100 Dummy Head 
which was designed explicitly for 
binaural recording, has been 
leveraged for 3D recording for 
years, with many considered 
reference microphones for this  
field. With this, our studio monitors 
can be found in immersive studios 
all over the world. As immersive 
audio is becoming increasingly 
commonplace in music, film,  
gaming and more, we are planning 
to con nue tailoring our product 
line‐up to offer reference solu ons 
for this growing field. We also  
just launched the KH 750 AES67 
Subwoofer, a variant of the 
acclaimed KH 750 DSP that is 
uniquely engineered for AES67‐
based environments. We see this  
as the beginning of a new era for 
Neumann as the product is the first 
of its kind in our line‐up with more 
to follow soon.  
 

And finally, while Neumann may be 
admired by the pro audio industry 
as the “go‐to” brand for studio 
equipment, we are also big fans  
and supporters of live music. We 
can’t wait for it to come back. 
Expect us to support our live audio 
community in this return as well – 
with iconic Neumann sound! 

This ar cle was first published by Mixdown Magazine (Australia) www.mixdownmag.com.au 

You can read the original ar cle at this link NeumannCEORalfOehl 
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A er a long and most unwelcome 
pause from live shows and touring 
due to the global pandemic, Lady A 
and much of the touring industry is 
with more energy than ever before 
— and a new arsenal of tools from 
Sennheiser: the new MM 445 super‐
cardioid microphone capsule. Lady 
A’s first official tour date at Mohegan 
Sun in Uncasville, CT on July 29th was 
a very emo onal one — and not just 
for the produc on crew. 
 
One of the bigger decisions Bre  
“Scoop” Blanden, made as front‐of‐
house engineer was to put all the 
Lady A principal vocalists on the new 
MM 445, with all of them running 
through the Sennheiser Digital 9000 
Wireless System. “From a phase response and 
EQ and flavor perspec ve, it has usually been 
my decision to try keep all of our principal 
performance RF on the same capsule,” he says.  
 
Blanden feels that the ght polar pa ern of the 
MM 445 helps him achieve an even response 
across the frequency spectrum; par cularly 
with lead vocalist Hillary Sco , who has 
excellent microphone technique: “Hillary’s 
vocal has a huge dynamic range and I like 
things to be organic and suffer less 
compression,” explains Blanden. “With such a 
dynamic range, that can o en be an impossible 
flight path. But what I have found with the MD 
445 and its ghter polar pa ern, is that I am 
ge ng a more even frequency read on her at 
distance. I also feel like the 445 is not providing 
me as much low‐mid buildup at proximity.” 
 
Blanden also appreciates the tonal response of 
the MM 445 capsule: “I would describe the 
MM 445 as having a very even rise at the top 
end, and I would describe the frequency curve 
as very graceful,” he says. “This new capsule, 
combined with minimal signal processing, is 
providing me with a very good, even high‐
frequency read —  especially given her dynamic 
range.” 

New Sennheiser MM 445 is now the capsule  
of choice for Lady A’s principal vocalists 

www.avltimes.com www.avltimes.com 
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The acous cs of the MD 445 and 
MM 445 have been tailored to 
modern stage set‐ups with B stages 
and runways in front of the PA. At 
the core of the acous c design is a 
newly developed voice coil made of 
lightweight aluminium‐copper. Its 
fast transient response ensures a 
very detailed, nuanced and 
transparent sound that is 
complemented by rich mid‐range 
and bass. The sound is acous cally 
close, in mate and open, 
irrespec ve of how loud the 
instrument soundscape may be. 
Thanks to its high‐rejec on, super‐
cardioid pick‐up pa ern, the 
microphone has enormous gain 
before feedback. 
 
For monitor engineer Peter 
Bowman, it is all about bringing  

intelligibility and clarity to the 
performers. Bowman and the rest of 
the Lady A produc on team tend to 
make small, itera ve adjustments to 
their sound set up each year: “I feel 
like every year, we get a li le bit 
closer to perfec on,” he says. As 
soon as he received the new MM 
445 capsules, “we liked them right 
away,” Bowman says. “I used blinged 
mics for Hillary, and then Charles 
had the gold‐plated grille for his 
capsule, and I fi ed the new 
capsules inside there.”  
 
“We did a li le bit of gain adjus ng, 
but right out of the chute they 
sounded great,” he adds. “Part of 
the knowledge I gained during 
lockdown was to dial sonically more 
what Hillary needs in her ears, and 
the stars aligned with this new  

capsule from Sennheiser, and a new 
signal chain I developed for her 
vocal. I spoke to her last week and 
she said, ‘I am hearing myself be er 
than I’ve ever heard myself.’ And 
she’s singing great.” 
 
Lady A was one of the first globally 
touring bands to be on the 
Sennheiser Digital 9000 System, and 
they never looked back. “The Digital 
9000s are awesome,” says Bowman. 
“This year we’ve got 18 channels of 
in ears, 16 channels of backline 
wireless and 10 channels of vocals.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
www.sennheiser.com 
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Monitor engineer Pete Bowman  
at the controls during a recent  

Lady A performance  
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Since the emergency of the green 
screen in the early 1930s, there  
has been a steady stream of 
technological innova on on film  
and TV sets, including the Dunning 
Method and the Sodium Screen 
Process. But nowadays, virtual 
produc on is here to revolu onize 
filmmaking. With the rapid 
development of small‐pitch LEDs 
and their increased use in a wider 
variety of applica ons, and film and 
television making are entering in a 
new era. 
 
XR combines a high‐performance 
LED screen, simultaneous capture, 
and real‐ me rendering with 
camera tracking. It allows for the  

to the cameras, vividly simulate and 
mirror various real‐ me 
environments for different scenes, 
enable to construct a XR stage 
provides a dynamic virtual space for 
all types of crea ve expression. The 
physical and digital worlds are 
perfectly connected, shoot music 
videos, DJ set, or simply fly into 
outer space, and the ‘real’ has 
evolved. 
 
Our team has delivered a couple  
of XR studios together with our 
partners in the UK and USA.  
We want to work with clients to 
achieve the highest poten al of XR, 
push the tech to the limit and 
perform on the bleeding edge. 

crea on of highly realis c content 
without further post‐produc on.As 
a market leader in direct‐view LED 
(dvLED) displays, AOTO is proud to 
deliver excep onal on‐camera visual 
performance for virtual produc on 
(XR) and film studios. The premium 
LED products (wall/floor/ceiling) 
replace the tradi onal green screen, 
allowing for quick content itera on, 
crea ng immersive and dynamic 
shoo ng scene. They combine 
perfectly with camera mo on 
tracking to ensure accurate capture 
and make crea vity infinite. 
 
AOTO XR LED Solu on is be er 
capable of presen ng reliable 
performance and quality content  
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THE BENEFITS TO BRINGING 
VIRTUAL PRODUCTION TO A SET 
 
Rapid scene switching and  
real‐ me composite preview  
The LED virtual stage can assist 
producers in quickly crea ng and 
switching virtual scenes, while also 
modifying and adjus ng the scene 
content in real me and without the 
need to adhere to strict me limits. 
You can now review the shot 
immediately. No more wai ng.  
 It significantly enhances the 
efficiency of produc on and saves 
an inordinate amount of  me in 
post‐produc on. 
 
Providing of greater crea ve 
possibility  
When a virtual set is created by 
combining a massive LED volume 
and a 3D engine, the possibili es 
are only limited by the imagina on. 
Virtual produc on enables more to 
be achieved in one loca on ‐ not 
only can backgrounds be changed 
and edited, You can make in‐the‐
moment adjustments to the 
produc on, such as altering the 
me of day or weather, reshoo ng 

from any angle, or even turning a 
linear ad into an interac ve 
experience. Real‐world constraints 
can be bypassed so that it becomes 
feasible to create shots that would 
be impossible in the real world – 
you can literally change the angle of 
the sun if necessary. 
 
Give performer a fully immersive 
experience  
It is possible for performers to 
engage with these digitally‐created 
environments, and physical objects 
appear realis cally in the virtual 
environment as well. Using of 
camera tracking technology, the 
emphasis and perspec ve of the 
environment change as people 
move around the room while we 
capture it.  

XR STUDIO SPECIFICATIONS  
 
Medium and large‐scale LED virtual 
studio  
 
 Suitable for film and television, 

TVC, variety show shoo ng, etc.  
 
 Medium‐sized LED virtual studio 

with an area of 100m²‐1000m², 
mostly around 500m², with a 
background height of 10m‐15m 
or so.  

 
 Large‐scale LED virtual studio 

with an area of more 
than1000m²,  with a background 
height of more than 15m. 

 
 

It makes the en re experience more 
engaging and realis c for both the 
actors and the audience, while also 
allowing for extraordinary flexibility 
in the moment, and therefore be er 
results for everyone involved. 
 
Substan ally reduces costs of me 
and money  
For big produc on, reshoots and 
post‐produc on can account 10‐
30% of produc on costs. Virtual sets 
save on travel, transport, loca on 
while also reduce risk. Post‐
produc on composi ng and rot 
scoping are also minimalized. Any 
assets developed in virtual 
produc on can be reused in the 
manufacturing of fresh epoxides, 
allowing for even greater cost 
savings. 
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Small LED virtual studio  
 Suitable for live streaming,  

small‐scale program ac vi es, 
etc.  

 Small LED virtual studios with an 
area is less than 100m² (such as 
10m x 10m), and the background 
height is about 7m‐10m. 

 
AOTO ATTRACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES  
 
Mini LED Moiré Reduc on 
technology  
AOTO has applied for dozens of 
patents worldwide surrounding  
the development of Mini LED 
technology, which has resolved 
many problems presented by 
tradi onal SMD solu ons. This giant 
leap forward can nearly eliminate 
the moiré effect, achieve display 
uniformity, extremely high robust, 
deliver much higher contrast, and 
provide a wider shoo ng angle of 
nearly 180°. 
 
Superior color performance  
AOTO standard color gamut can 
accurately match the color gamut  
of the input source to deliver true 
and accurate restora on of natural 
colors from the industry’s leading 
camera technology. AOTO 
technology is compa ble with 
Rec2020, Rec709 and DCI‐P3 
standards. 

shoo ng link device (LED color 
temperature lamp, dimming system, 
camera, etc.). Match the tone of the 
movie. 
 
Shot matching technology  
The LED control system provides 
high frame rate, high‐speed 
scanning and genlock func ons 
centered on film and television 
shoo ng. 24HZ~240HZ, frame rate 
matching; High scan rate 1/6, high 
refresh rate 7680Hz, to avoid 
upgrading to shoot black stripes; 
GenLock and phase shi  control to 
avoid flickering during shoo ng; The 
frame field signal of the display 
screen is synchronized with the 
camera shu er. 
 
Pushing the boundaries of 
entertainment produc on, Xon 
Studios is one of South Korea’s 
leading virtual produc on and XR 
stage studios offering revolu onary 
crea ve solu ons across film, 
broadcast, anima on, VFX, mo on 
design, and immersive 
entertainment. Xon Studios uses 
high‐performing AOTO LED screens 
and Brompton Tessera processing 
for its giant LED volume as well as 
the latest UE, disguise, and Mo‐Sys 
camera tracking to deliver its 
clients’ crea ve vision. 

24‐bit gray‐scale processing 
technology  
AOTO reaches a 24‐bit gray‐scale 
processing technology delivering a 
true to life image quality with HDR 
experience. Be er present the level 
and details of the image. Solve the 
matching degree of electro‐op cal 
curve in HDR implementa on. 
Improve the accuracy of point‐by‐
point correc on, and the correc on 
granularity is smaller. Improve the 
ability of low brightness and high 
gray  
 
LED display full color control  
The LED control system customizes 
the color (hue, satura on, 
brightness) and color gamut 
matching (DCI‐P3\BT2020) 
according to the 3D LUT of each  

 Tap / Click the link to learn more about the product www.aoto.com 
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The new Blue BYRD 2nd genera on 
headphones are a Bluetooth® in‐ear 
headset that combines the brand's 
proven, high‐quality sound with 
versa le usability for full flexibility 
in everyday life. The Blue BYRD 
enables smooth transi ons between 
listening to music, phone calls, 
work, study, or sports – any me, 
anywhere. 
 
Mul func onal sound experience 
and excellent for communica on  
 
The new Blue BYRD is suitable for a 
wide range of purposes and does 
not only perform with its powerful 
sound but also with an excellent 
microphone for the best possible 
voice transmission.  

perfect 
communica on 
device and 
companion for 
private phone calls 
and business video 
mee ngs in the office 
or on the go. The 
headset can also be 
used carefree while 
traveling or 
exercising, as its IPX4 
cer fica on protects 
from rain and 
moisture. With the 
universal 3‐bu on 
remote control, calls 
and media playback 
can also be 
controlled with ease.  
 

Thanks to the latest Qualcomm® 
aptX™ Adap ve and AAC audio 
codecs, the headset incorporates 
the latest genera on 5.2 Bluetooth® 
connec on and the always balanced 
and well resolved sound regardless 
of the device. Thanks to Mul point, 
it is possible to establish a 
Bluetooth® connec on with two 
devices simultaneously. The 
microphone can reproduce the 
user's own voice signal via the 
earphones using the sidetone 
func on, thus allowing a natural 
conversa on situa on during phone 
calls. In addi on, Qualcomm® cVc™ 
technology (8th genera on) reduces 
disturbing background noise. This 
guarantees excellent speech 
audibility, making the Blue BYRD a  
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Due to the unique flat design, the 
Blue BYRD offers a high level of 
comfort throughout the day. The 
special design of the in‐ear 
headphones ensures that they do 
not protrude from the ear and are 
hardly no ceable even when lying 
down for relaxa on as well as in 
between calls. Thanks to the 
prac cal neckband, the Blue BYRD is 
always quick at hand and ready for 
use at any me. When not in use or 
on the go, the flexible neckband can 
easily be folded and stored in the 
prac cal hard case included.  
 
The neckband design also allows for 
high ba ery life, las ng up to 14 
hours for a long listening experience 
without interrup on. Via USB‐C, it is 
fully charged within 1:40 hours. A 
quick charge of 10 minutes provides 
2 hours of play me and even while 
charging, the headphones can s ll 
be used. 

 
The new Blue BYRD impresses with 
elegant decora ve plates, which are 
made of anodized and diamond‐cut 
aluminum. The neckband, made of 
high‐quality silicone, adapts 
perfectly to the skin when worn and 
features glass‐bead blasted metal at 
both ends. As usual, beyerdynamic 
offers many replacement parts, such 
as the earpieces, directly in the 
online store. In addi on to the 
headphones, the scope of delivery 
includes silicone earpieces in 5 sizes, 
a hard case and USB cable. 

 
 

 
Best equipped inside as well  
as outside  
 
In addi on to the excellent sound 
and voice quality due to the latest 
technology, the Blue BYRD offers 
more features: Google Fast Pair 
allows for a very easy pairing. As an 
Amazon‐cer fied headset, access to 
Alexa is also possible in addi on to 
Google Assistant and Siri.  
 
The Blue BYRD can also be 
connected to beyerdynamic's 
innova ve MIY app. The “MOSAYC – 
A en on to Detail with Mimi Sound 
Personaliza on” elevates the sound 
of the Blue BYRD to the next level. 
A er a listening test of just two 
minutes, the sound and se ngs of 
the headphones can be personalized 
with the app and completely 
adapted to the individual hearing.  
In addi on, the headphones can 
always be kept up to date with the 
latest technology using the app.  
 
The design of the Blue BYRD series 
combines simple elegance and 
comfortable hap cs with a powerful 
sound experience.  

Tap / Click the link to learn more about the product h ps://global.beyerdynamic.com/blue‐byrd.html 

The Blue BYRD (2nd genera on) 
will be available in Asia from early 
December 2021 at a recommended 
retail price of USD 149 | SGD 199. 
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xR: AR+VR+MR = virtual 
implanta on + virtual scene + real 
subject + real scene. xR is based on 
MR green screen shoo ng, which 
realizes real‐ me rendering of 
large‐screen content and real‐ me 
shoo ng of biological subjects.  
 
It is widely used in many fields such 
as film and television produc on, 
radio and television program 
produc on, product launch, 
adver sing shoo ng, cultural 
tourism promo on, MV produc on 
and so on.  
 
The actual system includes camera, 
lens tracking system, simula on 
scene rendering system, LED screen, 
screen management system, 
centralized control system, 
synchronous clock system, and 
synthesis system.  

HDR10‐OPTIMA  
Create huge sets and worlds limited 
by imagina on, not budget. LED  
screens offer consistent ligh ng, 
engaging environments on set, and 
streamline the lengthy post‐
produc on process.  
 
Low Latency  
Low‐latency, genlocked LED 
processing in combina on with new 
camera tracking technology create a 
seamless virtual set that 
synchronizes perfectly with the 
ac on. 
 
240Hz  
Can clearly display the quick 
movement usually found in sports 
videos, solving problems with 
s cking or stu ering images in fast 
moving scenes.  

xR revolu onizes the filming process 
through crea on of a rendered 
background, synced to the 
filmmakers camera.  
 
This real‐ me background allows 
both actor and director to be 
immersed in the scene during 
filming.  

Let’s walk through the benefits 
from NovaStar xR solu on. 
 
 Image Booster  
The true‐to‐life colors and image bit 
depth of HDR transform an LED 
screen into a realis c 3D 
background on camera, without 
compromise.  
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Frame Mul plica on  
From the rela onship between 
camera exposure me and LED 
display frame rate, we can 
determine the proper combina on 
of shu er angle and frame rate  
for the most op mal shoo ng 
result. Addi onally, our receiving 
card supports frame  
 

Calibra on  
NovaStar’s proprietary calibra on 
technology performs point to point 
calibra on of an LED display, 
improving brightness and color 
uniformity, allowing the best image 
possible. 
 

mul plica on, allowing for 
expansion of frame rate.  
 
Phase‐Shi  Migra on  
Controller can perform precise 
adjustment of phase offset at the 
nanosecond level. By pairing it with 
a camera, black seam lines can be 
eliminated.  
 

Click the link to learn more about the product www.h ps://www.novastar.tech/products/solu on/xr‐solu on/ 
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 Plugin for headphone mixing 
suited for all professional studio 
headphones  

 
 New Spa al Headphone 

Compensa on feature, 
suppor ng the 44 most used 
professional studio headphones  

 
 3 virtual reference stereo mix 

rooms with 4 selectable 
loudspeaker posi ons  

 
 6 addi onal, non‐studio listening 

environments 
 
With dearVR MIX, immersive audio 
expert Dear Reality is bringing its 
iconic room virtualiza on to the 
stereo world. The dearVR MIX 
AAX/VST3/AU plugin turns any  

“When developing dearVR MIX, it 
was all about crea ng ul mate 
virtual acous c environments for 
headphone mixing,” says Chris an 
Sander, CEO of Dear Reality. “All the 
experience we have gained in the 
field of spa al audio comes together 
in one stellar plugin. dearVR MIX 
puts this technology in the hands of 
everyone.”  
 
The plugin offers three world‐class 
reference mix rooms with four 
selectable mono and stereo 
loudspeaker posi ons.  
 
Furthermore, each mix room can be 
adapted to the user’s taste by 
controlling the amount of diffusion 
and se ng the perfect balance 
between overall colora on and   

professional studio headphones into 
an ideal stereo mixing environment, 
placing the user in the sweet spot of 
carefully designed mix rooms – all 
through spa al audio technology.  
 
With dearVR MIX and the built‐in 
Spa al Headphone Compensa on 
(SHC) feature, audio producers, 
ar sts and content creators can 
ensure that their stereo produc ons 
translate reliably to any sound 
system – regardless of produc on 
type or music genre. Whether 
you’re in the studio or on the road, 
dearVR MIX lets you create 
outstanding sound experiences and 
assess posi ons, stereo width, 
reverb, and low‐end frequencies 
with total reliability, any me and 
anywhere. 
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localiza on based on the patented 
Clarity algorithm from Sennheiser 
AMBEO. 
 
dearVR MIX also lets users easily 
and accurately monitor their 
produc on in six non‐studio 
acous c environments, such as a car 
or a club – all without leaving the 
worksta on. 
 
Together with dearVR MIX, Dear 
Reality is also introducing its Spa al 
Headphone Compensa on (SHC) 
feature to all dearVR virtual 
monitoring plugins. The unique 
technology adapts the 44 most used 
professional studio headphones to 
the virtual mixing room, enabling a 
model‐independent and stable 
simula on of a perfect acous c 
environment. “By carefully 
compensa ng for the sound 
characteris cs of individual  
headphones, dearVR MIX ensures 
the best binaural playback 
experience with the highest degree 
of out‐of‐head localiza on,” 
explains Chris an Sander.  
 
Each model has been carefully 
op mized by Dear Reality and 
expert mastering engineers to 
create a target frequency curve that 
perfectly matches the room 
virtualiza on.  
 
Dear Reality offers a free 14‐day 
trial at www.dear‐reality.com 

 
 

 

 
 

www.sennheiser.com 

Check how your mixes will translate to typical listening environments 

dearVR MIX provides you with a reliable and consistent monitoring experience,  
no matter whether you’re in the studio or on the road 

Together with dearVR MIX, Dear Reality is also introducing its Spatial Headphone  
Compensation (SHC) feature to all dearVR virtual monitoring plugins 
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ETC has released the Hog 4OS v3.17 
release which contains a number of 
o en‐requested improvements and 
enhancements for to cue lists and 
scenes, plots, playback, and 
programming. Senior Product 
Manager Sarah Clausen 
commented, “We are happy to 
bring this set of improvements to 
Hog – many of which were direct 
requests from end users. We 
appreciate the feedback, and we 
con nue to work on bringing those 
enhancements to market.” 
 
 User Fields Added to Master 

Window for Lists / Scenes: Four 
new "user" fields (columns) have 
been added to the master 
window for lists and scenes.  

 
 Hold Pig to open Scenes/Lists 

op ons window from directory: 
The op ons window for a list or 
scene can be opened directly 
from the list and scene directories 
by holding the pig and open keys 
when selec ng a directory cell.  

 
 Master Window tle bar 

improvements: The informa on 
displayed in the master window 

tle bar has been enhanced to 
show both the playback object 
type, number, and name.  

 
 Cue Only Icon: A new icon has 

been implemented for Cue Only 
Cue List.   

 
 Last Cue Comment Macro 

Displayed in List Directory (sheet 
view): The list directory, when 
toggled to sheet view, now 
displays the comment macro 
assigned to the last cue of a list.  

 

 
Important informa on for users of 
Hog 4 PC with Windows 10 and 
Hoglet 4 / Nano Hog 4  
This release includes improvement 
of encoder lag when using Windows 
10 and Hoglet 4 or Nano Hog 4. 
Users of Hog 4 PC are 
recommended to update to v3.17 as 
soon as produc on schedules allow. 
 
Important informa on for users of 
the Wholehog III Expansion Wing 
(Rock Wing, X‐Wing)  
X‐Wing Depreca on: As of v3.17, 
Hog 4 OS consoles and Hog 4 PC will 
no longer support the X‐Wing 
product and the code for any basic 
func onality has been removed. 
Users wishing to con nue using this 
wing with Hog 4 may use older 
versions of so ware to do so. 
 
 
 
For more informa on, please visit 
h ps://bit.ly/30caULK 
 
etcconnect.com 

 
 Page + Release: Holding the Page 

key while pressing the Release 
key will release all of the physical 
masters on the local console.  

 
 Parameter Knockout using 

Backspace + Fixture: A new 
keyboard shortcut has been 
implemented that will knockout 
all parameters for the selected 
fixtures.  

 
 Plot Window Centerline Color: 

The centerlines (horizontal line at 
0 and ver cal line at 0) of plots 
are now more dis nguished from 
the rest of the plot grid lines. The 
center lines are now bolder and a 
light shade of blue. To view the 
grid in a plot window toggle on 
the “grid” bu on.  

 
 Show File Back Up Verifica on: 

The process of crea ng an archive 
(back‐up) of up a show file now 
includes a verifica on step. Users 
will be given informa on about 
parts of a show file that may have 

 

                                 ETC Hog OS v3.17 Update
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 CHAUVET Professional onAir IP 
 

CHAUVET Professional’s new onAir IP series delivers a 
stellar performance on loca on regardless of rain, dust, 
heat, or snow. The first fully IP65 series of so  light LED 
panels, these all‐weather fixtures are ideally suited to 
move from indoor to outdoor projects, including music 
videos, red carpet events and on loca on remotes. 
Available in three sizes, the onAir IP offers an effec ve 
broadcast ligh ng  solu on for a variety of setups, 
including close ups, as well as projects filmed in small to 
medium quarters. All three models in the onAir IP family 
have a 90+ CRI and equally impressive TM‐30 score, as 
well as  +/‐ Green adjustment, and onboard emulated 
red‐shi  control via CRMX wireless control and DMX. 
The largest of the three, the onAir IP Panel 2, is a 2x1 
format 372W panel that delivers 23,000 peak lumens. 
Next in size is the 200W onAir IP Panel 1, which  is  a 1x1 
format panel that provides over 12,000 peak lumens, 
while the smallest fixture in the family, the 49W onAir IP 
Panel Min, produces over 2,500 peak lumens and has a  
removable PSU. chauvetprofessional.com 

 

                   ZerOS Update for Strand Fixtures 
 

 

Signify (Euronext: LIGHT) entertainment ligh ng brands Strand and Zero 88 have today announced the latest 
update to ZerOS, the award‐winning so ware for their FLX S Series and FLX consoles. ZerOS 7.10 includes support 
for mul ple pixel luminaires, a library update featuring a wide range of Vari‐Lite and Strand fixtures, and more. The 
new update is available for Zero 88 ligh ng consoles as well as the recently announced Strand FLX S Series 
consoles. The update also adds new configura on op ons to ZerOS’s move on dark capabili es and introduces 
other features and bug fixes as well. The new so ware is available now from the Zero 88 website, and a video 
summary of the new features is available on YouTube. strandligh ng.com     zero88.com 
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 RGBlink TAO 1pro 
 

Produce perfectly synchronized, mul camera video 
without a movie size budget or a specialist editor ‐ TAO 
1pro reduces the barriers to crea ve acquisi on, 
pu ng professional video within the reach of everyone. 
Beneath the beau ful 5.5 inch Full HD 450nit touch 
display, TAO 1pro offers a full suite of features that go 
far beyond simply monitoring, to integrate mul ple 
cameras for IP, streaming, and display delivery pipelines 
while providing for local video recording and capture. A 
professional broadcast monitor, TAO 1pro na vely 
displays preview of any connected video source 
allowing the signal quality to be accurately visualized in 
real me. Switch any of four sources ‐ there are two 
USB/UVC and two HDMI inputs ‐ preview on TAO 1pro as PST (preset) before 
switching to PGM (program output). Op mizing the video capture for the 
condi ons is essen al. TAO 1pro includes powerful on‐screen signal analysis tools. 
Select from Waveform, Vector, and Histogram analysis. TAO 1pro includes video 
recording capabili es. Capture live output via a dedicated USB port allowing 
portable SSDs and USB disks to be connected. MP4 Recordings with up to 8GB  
files sizes are supported with auto save on disks up to 2TB in size. rgblink.com 

                     

                                            Ayrton Huracán LT 
 
Ayrton is excited to announce the arrival of Huracán LT, the latest in its range 
of long‐throw fixtures designed specifically for stadium and arena use. 
Huracán LT can project over extreme distances, targe ng a far‐off subject 
with nuance, finesse, power, and true precision. A 225mm front lens forms 
part of the proprietary op cal system of 13 lenses delivering a 15:1 zoom 
ra o and an impressive zoom range of 3.5 to 53°. A new, high‐efficiency 
1000W LED module delivers a record light output of 51,000 lumens at a 
colour temperature of 6700K, with a CRI greater than 70, and a factory‐
equipped, removable high‐transmission diffusion filter erases the edge of the 
beam without changing its angle, ensuring precision and accuracy even over 
the longest throw distances. Huracán LT uses the same patent‐pending, 
revolu onary complex colour mixing system as Huracán Profile (launched in 
2019) offering a double satura on level that can obtain over a billion colours. 
Huracán LT features an advanced framing sec on, which enables accurate 
posi oning of four shu er blades on a 100% surface area in all posi ons, for 
precise framing of any object regardless of the luminaire’s posi on. The 
effects sec on includes two superimposed rota ng gobo wheels each with 
seven HD glass gobos, a monochroma c mul ‐posi on effects wheel for horizontal, ver cal or axial scrolling for 
crea ng flame, water or radiant effects, and a mul ‐layer CMY RGB wheel for unique mul ‐colour effects. 
ayrton.eu 
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                       PROTOS ADJUTOR Chainsliders 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Simple yet versa le, the PROTOS ADJUTOR chainliders are the most convenient solu on for hoist cable 
management and are both easy to install and remove. Never worry about bunched up or loose hanging cables 
again with ADJUTOR Chainsliders. They slide easily onto a non‐load bearing chain. The product comes in three sizes 
to accomodate all mainstream hoists. Connect your cables to the slides with cable‐ es or standard 0.5T shackles. 
sixty82‐doughty.com 

 

 PROTOS ADJUTOR 
 

PROTOS now offers 2 standard 
models of manually operated chain 
hoist, a 500 and a 1000KG WLL 
version. The hoist bodies are 
powder coated black and offer 
smooth opera on by design. 
Standard li ing and opera ng 
height is set at 10 meters, while  
the chains are made from high 
tensile galvanized steel. Custom 
lengths for both li ing/opera ng 
chain are available on request. 
sixty82‐doughty.com 
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 Onstage eye‐candy effect  

 Warm white center LED  

 RGB outer ring  

 PowerCON True1 in and out 

 
The CLF Apollo XS is a retro style ‘on 
stage eye‐candy’ effect with various, 
separately controllable, LED 
segments. A powerful warm white / 
amber LED center effect is 
surrounded by an  
RGB ring.  
 
Combine a vintage tungsten look 
with modern, colourful, LED 
anima on effects. Pre‐programmed 
effects make it easy to create 
impressive and a rac ve effects, 
but different DMX modes allows 
precise control of all different LED 
segments for extensive control. 

clf‐ligh ng.com 
 
 

 

 

                                                 CLF APOLLO XS

Configura on  
LED color   RGB and Warm White / Amber  
LED CRI level   Center LED’s Warm White + Amber: 75  
Quan ty of LED  141  
Dimming frequency  8000Hz  
Dimmer resolu on  16 bit 
Auto program   Yes  
Strobe speed   Yes  
Random strobe  Yes 
Net product weight  3.35 KG  
Machine dimensions   (L) 309mm x (W) 206mm x (H) 360mm 
Input voltage & rate  100‐240V, 50/60Hz  
Standby power  6W  
Power plug type  PowerCON TRUE 1  
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 MEGA-LITE Paramount Pendant Q350 
 

MEGA‐LITE’s determina on is to develop innova ve, unique fixtures that 
will give integrators and ligh ng designers the tools to expand their 
crea vity. The dis nc ve Paramount Pendant Q350 does just that by 
bringing pendant ligh ng to a new dimension. This over 3  fixture is 
equipped with a 200W RGBWW parnel down light and 150W RGBWW 
radia ng cylinder light. It is a powerful pendant that was designed to 
illuminate mid to large applica ons. With a total of 16 
segments of control the unit features 15 segments on the 
cylinder and 1 element on the down light. This 360º func on 
creates mul dimensional radia ng color changing effects 
that can be used for very tradi onal or cap va ng 
applica ons. The op onal 18º an 28º beam angle lenses give 
the ability to customize the beam based on the size of any 
room. The Paramount Pendant Q350 was created with an 
integrated wireless solu on and innova ve design that 
allows it to be hard wired for permanent installa on or quick 
disconnect, ideal for touring. It can be accessorized with a 
decora ve cover for a more elegant finish. 
mega.ligh ng 

 

                               MEGA-LITE Obra CYC N380 
 
The Obra CYC N380 is a CYC unit that features 120 
3W LEDs that can be used to produce a bright and 
colorful wash effect. Featuring the unique Obra 
nine‐color mix of Deep Red, Red, Fire Red, Green, 
Aqua, Lime, Blue, Indigo and Amber the Cyc can be 
used to create an assortment of boundless color 
combina ons. Designed with a dual moun ng 
system, it is shipped with two track mounted clamp 
mounts that allow the Obra Cyc to be rigged using 
clamps or mounted directly onto any ceiling 
structure. It can be used to project its vibrant colors 
and beau ful color mixing transi ons onto scrims, 
painted or translucent drops and other theatrical 
designs from mul ple angles. The mirror reflector 
further enhances the even dispersion  and quality of 
the light output. The Obra CYC N380 can be used  
to selec vely highlight wide and narrow areas.  
Expand your crea vity with the Obra Cyc N380. 
mega.ligh ng 
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Prolights has introduced the Astra 
Wash7Pix IP, a new IP‐rated 
moving‐wash that contains 7 x 
RGBW 40‐Wa  LED emi ers, 
outpu ng upwards of 4,000 
lumens,with a default 8,000K cool‐
white beam or 6,000K in studio 
mode. The fixture includes the 
same proprietary front lens and 
glass ligh ng rods as the indoor 
version and protected with a 
coa ng technology that helps 
increase the brightness, protec ng 
lenses from surface scratches and 
adding an ‐sta c proper es to 
avoid dust deposits. The Astra Wash7Pix IP has a rugged and completely sealed chassis made of aluminium alloy, 
with internal components treated with an IP coa ng, guaranteeing an IP65 water and dust‐ ght design for las ng 
outdoor applica ons. This fixture also includes a zoom range from 4º to 56º, enabling designers to create very 
narrow beam effects and wide wash spreads. Its augmented pixel performance supports individual pixel control 
through DMX or ethernet‐based protocols, or with the built‐in pixel macros, personalized by the user. prolights.it 

 

  PROLIGHTS EclPanel TWC 
 
The extremely successful EclPanel TWC, an LED so  
light made by Italian manufacturer PROLIGHTS, has 
taken a major firmware update which includes new 
features like XY coordinates control in DMX and 
standalone modes, editable cinema‐effects that 
enables users to customize effects, and improved 
PWM frequency up to 36 KHz. In this new update, the 
CCT has been expanded to range from 2,200K to 
15,000K in the new "Film Mode", providing a broader 
set of white points than before. This new mode 
includes predefined se ngs for best results on‐
camera, and a dimmer off feature with snap or fade 
out op ons. There is also a high‐resolu on mode at 
low dimmer value, and a new dimming curve that 

offers a 16‐bit dimming experience while using an 8‐bit dimmer. These new updates are part of the firmware 2.9 
release and have been added a er the company's success in very large film studios and produc ons worldwide, 
with customers reques ng a wider feature set on a product that has been extremely well received. Not only that, 
but features like XY coordinates control have been introduced in products like the EclProfile CT+ and are an added 
technical feature that advanced users greatly appreciate. The firmware 2.9 update is available for the EclPanel 
TWC through Prolights' network of distributors. prolights.it 
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 MEGA-LITE DIN-Rail Driver 
 

Using MEGA‐LITE’s innova ve approach to 
simplify the need for mul ple drivers, the DECO 
Drive CV3 DIN is designed to control their 
popular DECO Series. This din‐rail driver features 
3 controllable outputs that give users the ability 
to control mul ple products at once (power 
supply sold separately). Each output can be 
individually configured and addressed in any 
preferred channel. This powerful driver has a 
max power of 288W with 96W per output. It is 
made with a DIN rail‐mount system and can be 
easily rail mounted, making it easy for various 
installa ons. Simplify your next project with the 
DECO Drive CV3 DIN! 
mega.ligh ng 

                     

                         Modulo Pi 3D Projection Study 
 

Designing the next genera on of media server solu ons, Modulo Pi is pleased to announce the further 
development of its solu ons for 3D projec on study and show simula on. Crea ves and operators can rely on 
these powerful capabili es to shape their projects and share their vision with teams and clients. The tools are 
available using the Modulo Kine c media server solu on. The comprehensive hardware and so ware pla orm 
provides one logical and fully integrated workflow from project study and simula on, un l media playback and 
show control. It is also possible to benefit from Modulo Pi’s advanced 3D projec on study and show simula on 
features using a Modulo Pi dongle equipped with the Modulo Kine c Designer 2D+3D license. This way, users are 
empowered to prepare and simulate their projects offline directly from their laptop. Using the Modulo Kine c 
pla orm or the dongle‐based license, users can enjoy a real‐ me 3D scene visualizer with ability to create or 
import unlimited scenes and objects. Modulo Pi offers a discount code 3DS50 to get 50% off the 1 month of  
Kine c Designer 2D+3D (offer valid un l January 31, 2022). modulo‐pi.com 
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                      Analog Way Midra™ 4K Updates 
 
Analog Way announces the release of a major so ware 
update for the Midra™ 4K range of presenta on switchers 
with more than 20 new features, including IP streaming, 
support of the RC400T event controller and live background 
content on Pulse 4K. Ideally tailored to small/medium‐sized 
fixed installa ons and live environments, the Midra™ 4K 
series offers the highest reliability, the lowest latency, 
unrivaled ease of use, op mal image quality and state‐of‐
the‐art live 4K processing features. The range includes four 
products: QuickVu 4K, QuickMatrix 4K, Pulse 4K and Eikos 
4K. With the 2.0 so ware release, the Midra™ 4K series 
now offers an IP streaming func onality, allowing any input 
or output to broadcast over IP. The streaming feature could 
be used to feed an online web service such as YouTube, 
Facebook and Twitch.tv, distribute the content over a private network, display the content or edit it thanks to 
so ware like OBS Studio. The Midra™ 4K switchers also can now be operated by the powerful RC400T event 
controller. Addi onally, with the 2.0 so ware release, live sources can now be used in the background set for the 
Pulse 4K mul ‐layer video mixer and seamless presenta on switcher. Many other improvements are available in 
this version, such as the integra on of high frame rates up to 144HZ, new HDCP policy management, support of 
the h ps protocol and more. analogway.com 

 

 Chromateq Global Remote Control 
 

Chromateq announces upgrades to its 
CQSA‐E interface that deliver the ability to 
take control of installed Chromateq systems 
anywhere on the globe. This new WEB 
remote feature is only be available on  
CQSA‐E models manufactured September 
2021 or later.  Earlier hardware will not  
be compa ble with this new feature. 
Previous CQSA‐E upgrades enabled wireless 
configura on and control using the Wi‐Light 
2 app over a local WiFi network. Now 
Chromateq's newest CQSA‐E upgrade 
expands that remote control capability to include any Internet‐connected device running Chromateq so ware or 
apps from any loca on in the world. • Remotely program CQSA‐E controllers and light shows from anywhere • 
Configure the CQSA‐E remotely from any smartphone, tablet or computer • Update firmware and perform project 
maintenance remotely • No addi onal hardware or so ware required and no monthly fees The new CQSA‐E 
delivers an affordable solu on for remote project management while retaining all of the features that make this 
mul protocol hub such a versa le tool: • DMX:  In/Out, Split, Merge, Record, Trigger, Stand Alone playback • Art‐
Net & sACN:  In/Out, Record, Node (Art‐Net/sACN to DMX converter), Stand Alone playback • Stand Alone 
Triggers:  RTC (Real‐Time Clock), Calendar, Dry contacts, JSON, UDP and Infrared • So ware Triggers:  MIDI, Sound‐
to‐Light, BPM, UDP. chromateq.eu 
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